INTRODUCTION

It is a somewhat surreal experience to come back to Boulder as a government official. But in many important respects, I never really left. My perspectives on innovation, entrepreneurship, and the role of competition policy were shaped by my experiences and my work here. And they are among the important topics I am now focused on at the Department of Justice. So to bring my work in this area full circle, I will be talking about these topics today, discussing the role of entrepreneurship in our information age, how competition catalyzes entrepreneurship and innovation, and how antitrust law provides the foundation for competitive markets. Finally, I will touch on the institutional challenges that antitrust enforcers must confront in order to act effectively in dynamic markets.

I. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE DYNAMICS OF THE INFORMATION AGE

For most of the 20th century, AT&T represented the telecommunications industry and the effort to regulate it was...
telecommunications policy. To that end, the company that Theodore Vail once championed as providing “one system, one policy, universal service” was indeed responsible for an explosion of telephone penetration, the employment of over a million Americans, and highly valuable basic research in its vaunted Bell Labs. But that same company also suppressed innovation in the marketplace—thwarting the introduction of products that connected to its phone system, thumbing its nose at the development of the Internet, and taking its time in pursuing the development of mobile telephony. It also operated as only a monopolist could, declining, for example, to purchase fiber optic technology from its inventor, Dow Corning, only doing so once competition (from upstarts MCI and Sprint) forced its hand.

Promoting competition and entrepreneurship, as was eventually done in the telecommunications industry, is an essential component of innovation policy. In this respect, the United States enjoys an important advantage over other countries because, as The Economist put it, “entrepreneurialism is so deeply rooted in [our] history.” And indeed, the U.S. strength in entrepreneurship undoubtedly benefits from a willingness of entrepreneurs and businesses to take risks. This is part of what enables entrepreneurs to try, and then ultimately, to succeed. In other countries, by contrast, the view of failure as a badge of infamy can undermine risk-taking behavior, discourage entrepreneurship, and eliminate a major source of innovation.

There are a number of critical factors, in addition to our entrepreneurial DNA, that explain and continue to fuel the U.S. entrepreneurial engine. First, a strong domestic venture capital system provides the essential fuel for entrepreneurial startup activity, dramatically shaping our ability to drive innovation and economic growth. Second, the U.S. system of higher education is a crown jewel of our entrepreneurial engine; consider, for example, that half of the start-up firms in Silicon Valley reportedly are rooted in some fashion to Stanford University. Third, the model of working for a single company
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over the course of one’s career—being an “IBM man,” to take a 1960s example—is largely a relic of history. As *The Economist* recently put it, “[i]n the 1960s workers had had an average of four different employers by the time they reached 65. Today they have had eight by the time they are 30.” With that change, people are forced to take a more entrepreneurial attitude toward their own careers.

A final driver of entrepreneurship is our strength in three industries that are facilitating innovation at a greater pace than ever before: the computer, the mobile phone, and the Internet. Taken together, these technologies are—as Eric von Hippel put it—democratizing innovation. After all, in today’s world, a startup can easily gain computing power by contracting with Amazon (for access to its cloud computing capacity on a pay-as-you-go basis), develop an application that can immediately become a hit for the iPhone, or reach large audiences by establishing a respected blog (as Nate Silver has done at fivethirtyeight.com, using his statistics expertise to reimagine political polling).

The impact of entrepreneurship in the information age is being felt across the globe. Increasingly, entrepreneurs are finding business models that can deliver the information age to populations around the world. Consider, for example, how Iqbal Quadir, a Bangladeshi who emigrated to the U.S., developed a plan for using microfinance to enable women in villages to buy mobile phones and charge for access to them. Based on that plan, Bangladesh now has over 270,000 “phone ladies,” who, using a specially designed mobile phone with long-lasting batteries, are selling minutes to local villagers. The venture now enjoys annual revenues in the neighborhood of $1 billion—all by tapping an entrepreneurial spirit and hunger for access to the information age.

The dynamics of today’s information age have pushed economists further away from the classic, static focus on prices—which remains an important part of economics, to be sure—to a greater appreciation for the impact of innovation. The godfather of this perspective, of course, is Joseph Schumpeter, who emphasized the opportunity for “gale[s] of creative destruction” to transform markets. Stanford’s Paul Romer offers a different metaphor to make the same point—“[e]conomic growth occurs whenever people take resources and rearrange them in ways that make them more valuable. . . . [It] springs from better recipes, not just more cooking.”
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The international dynamics of entrepreneurship are spurring competition between countries—and cities—to welcome start-up businesses. In this respect, the Thomas Friedman suggestion of a “flat world” captures an important insight that was well qualified by Richard Florida, who remarked that “the world is spiky.”

By that, Florida explained that “the tallest peaks [where innovation takes place]—the cities and regions that drive the world economy—are growing ever higher, while the valleys [which can be in the same countries as some of those peaks] mostly languish.” The World Bank, in an effort to spur (and judge) the effectiveness of countries’ efforts to welcome entrepreneurial activity, began in 2003 to publish an annual report entitled Doing Business. In that report, it measured how different countries handled business regulations, enforced property rights, and enjoyed access to credit. Moreover, it underscored the connection between economic prosperity and a welcoming attitude toward business. Consider, for example, the impact on entrepreneurship where governments can engage in hold-up—in effect, asking for a piece of a successful business without having to share in the risk on the front end. Such a practice, which takes place when there is a culture of corruption (as opposed to a commitment to the rule of law), is toxic to the entrepreneurial spirit. A milder, but still toxic pollutant, is the tendency of many countries’ regulations to delay for months or years the ability of entrepreneurs to start new businesses.

As The Economist reported, this project of “naming and shaming” countries to improve their business climate has spurred more than 1,000 reforms and enabled countries to learn from and be inspired by the steps that others take. And such reforms need not be limited to developing nations. On account of its commitment to entrepreneurship, Canada now enables individuals to start a business with just one procedure.

Underscoring the importance of the dynamics spurred by the Doing Business report, Robert Litan, of the Kauffman Foundation, suggests that the World Bank “may have done more good by compiling Doing Business than by lending much of the money that it has.”

One fascinating dynamic in today’s entrepreneurial economy is that the world is simultaneously more locally driven and more interlinked. It is more local because clusters of business start-up and expansion activity can create local symbiotic relationships that fuel further growth and
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innovation; it is more interlinked because ongoing technological development and races to innovate have created internationally interconnected networks for product development, production, and distribution. A key challenge, recognized and engaged by the Obama Administration’s *Strategy for American Innovation*, is understanding how best to balance these local and global forces. For countries, it creates an awkward dynamic insofar as modern economic forces are making both local geography and global connections more important. Thus, to be economically successful, countries must both support local economic clusters to spur entrepreneurship and innovation as well as participate and compete in global markets. In short, any successful innovation policy in today’s information age depends on clear and effective competition policy.

II. ANTITRUST LAW AND THE COMPETITIVE MODEL

Antitrust law, unlike classic command-and-control regulation, is the friend of entrepreneurs because it works in service of the free market (and not as a substitute for it). Along these very lines, Justice Breyer once explained that:

> [A]ntitrust is not another form of regulation. Antitrust is an alternative to regulation and, where feasible, a better alternative. To be more specific, the classicist first looks to the marketplace to protect the consumer; he relies upon the antitrust laws to sustain market competition. He turns to regulation only where free markets policed by antitrust laws will not work—where he finds significant
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market ‘defects’ that antitrust laws cannot cure. Only then is it worth
gearing up the cumbersome, highly imperfect bureaucratic apparatus
of classical regulation. Regulation is viewed as a substitute for
competition, to be used only as a weapon of last resort—as a heroic
cure reserved for a serious disease.21

The impact of regulation can be more problematic than its
“imperfect bureaucratic apparatus.” In particular, regulated firms
frequently develop a comfort level with their regulator, use government
to raise barriers to entry, and, in some cases, remain protected from
competition. Consider, for example, the old model of regulation for the
airline industry. Under that model, Southwest Airlines was relegated to
competing only in Texas, as the State of Texas authorized competition in
the intrastate market while the Civil Aeronautics Board (“CAB”) refused
to allow Southwest to enter the interstate air transport market.22
Similarly, AT&T took advantage of the FCC’s willingness to bar entry,
in one case famously restricting the use of a plastic, cup-like device that
was used to provide greater levels of privacy protection when using a
telephone. The D.C. Circuit’s reversal of the FCC decision in that
case—known as the “Hush-A-Phone” decision23—effectively set off the
deregulatory process that culminated, through an antitrust consent
decree, in the break-up of AT&T.

The flip side of the antitrust-regulation dynamic is that, for markets
that are not natural monopolies, sound antitrust policy can guard against
undue concentration, ensure the possibility of entry, and prevent
incumbent firms from protecting their position through abusive
practices. It is this dynamic, and the role of antitrust law in protecting
entrepreneurship and disruptive entry, that I want to focus on today.24
Before doing so, however, I must acknowledge a couple of intellectual
debts.
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First, for all of us in the antitrust world, Michael Porter’s work provides important inspiration and guidance. In particular, Porter’s work underscores that nations with vibrant traditions of competition policy develop stronger companies prepared to compete in the world economy. By contrast, Porter explains, protectionist policies—through regulation or otherwise—undermine the pressures for innovation that come from competition. To that end, Porter explains in considerable part that America’s economic engine rests on the fact that it has a steadfast “commitment to competition and free markets,” driving a “remarkable level of restructuring, renewal, and productivity growth in the U.S.” Moreover, Porter explains, that strength requires active antitrust enforcement, including guarding against undue concentration that can allow single firms to dominate markets, thereby undermining competition and innovation.

Second, on the point of connecting the importance of competition and innovation, my teacher, F.M. Scherer, both appreciated Schumpeter’s focus on innovation and highlighted how he erred in evaluating what spurs innovation. In particular, Scherer’s research led him to the conclusion that Schumpeter’s suggestion that monopolies would innovate better than competitive markets was “more wrong than right,” concluding that “giant monopolistic corporations were not uniquely efficacious engines of technological advance.” Indeed, as empirical analyses by Scherer and others have found, smaller firms tend to be more aggressive innovators, even in cases where the large firms are the ones who sponsor the relevant basic research. In short, as Scherer
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and Ross put it, “[t]echnological progress thrives best in an environment that nurtures a diversity of sizes and, perhaps, especially, that keeps barriers to entry by technologically innovative newcomers low.” This is, admittedly, a broad generalization and results vary from industry to industry, with some industries—like pharmaceuticals—plainly reliant on economies of scale to invest heavily in research and development efforts to produce new innovations.

With Porter and Scherer in mind, we can turn to the concept of “disruptive entry,” which invokes Clayton Christensen’s concept of disruptive technologies. Such technologies, Christensen explains, rarely threaten legacy business models initially because they start out providing a lower quality version of an established product and serve a small, underserved segment. Over time, however, the quality improvements in the product or service enable the firm deploying the disruptive technology to challenge the incumbent’s product or service. That challenge is particularly difficult for the incumbent firm to weather because its willingness to adopt the technology and business model of the upstart would involve cannibalizing itself—that is, undercutting its own legacy model and eroding already profitable lines of business. Few firms are willing to take that step.

As one example of disruptive technology, consider some of the changes that the Internet has wrought. For years, established brokers charged relatively large amounts of money (say, $80-$100) for trades to buy or sell stocks. Today, the Internet provides a number of choices for low-cost brokerage services at about $10 per trade. To be sure, those trades do not come with the hand-holding that the brick-and-mortar firms offer, but most consumers elect the lower cost offering. For the classic, established brokers, the advent of Internet-backed brokerage firms, like Ameritrade and E-Trade, constituted a disruptive technology that left them with a terrible choice—meet the competition and cannibalize themselves by offering low-price trades online, or maintain their old business models and watch their market share erode.

When confronted with disruptive entry, one tempting response for incumbents is to ask the regulator for protection. In the case of the inventions, Xerox failed to recognize their value, declined to commercialize them, and ultimately enabled the more entrepreneurial upstart, Apple Computer, to be the one to bring them to market. See Michael A. Hiltzik, Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC and the Dawn of the Computer Age (1999).
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Internet-based trading, the established firms were indeed interested in convincing the SEC to block entry by Internet upstarts.\(^{36}\) This dynamic makes it enormously important for regulators to adhere to competition policy principles and to resist the claims of incumbent industry players that they should be protected against entry.

To provide policymakers with the intellectual fortitude to resist such pressures, the Antitrust Division engages in competition policy advocacy that calls out protectionist efforts for what they are. Consider, for example, comments filed by the Division related to state certificate of need (“CON”) programs in the health care field, which are often a precondition to opening a new facility. Because CON programs can restrict entry, they have the ability to impose costs through diminished competition that can outweigh any purported advantages. In Michigan, the Division filed comments with the State Senate on the proposed Certificate of Need standard for Proton Beam Therapy Services. As the Division letter stated:

> The standards [in the proposed legislation] have the potential to delay or exclude a competing and perhaps superior technology from entering the marketplace, and therefore may have substantial negative health consequences for cancer patients in Michigan. By requiring a majority of the nine largest radiation oncology providers to agree to collaborate before a certificate of need for a PBT unit will be issued, the proposed standards create a significant economic incentive for the current providers of radiation oncology services to protect their revenues by delaying or defeating entry of a competing product.\(^{37}\)

Invoking this very analysis, Michigan Governor Granholm vetoed the legislation and made clear that a policy of open competition would best serve Michigan consumers.

Another set of responses by incumbent firms to the threat of disruptive entry is “self-help”—either individual or collective. By self-help, I mean any market practices designed to thwart the success of the entrant other than competing on the merits. To provide a few tastes of this dynamic, let me discuss a few notable examples of such conduct, and discuss the role for antitrust policy in this area.

In the Michigan CON case noted above, it was a set of incumbent providers who decided to cooperate in supporting a regulatory regime that would protect their market position and prevent a rival technology
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platform from entering the market. Incumbent firms need not seek legislation to accomplish this result, however. In the famous *Allied Tube* case, for example, a group of producers of metal conduit manipulated the vote of a standards body to ensure that a rival technology, i.e., one using plastic conduit, would be far less likely to be certified as safe and, more broadly, would be viewed as suspect. 38 Given that the judgments of the standards body were often incorporated into local construction codes, the vote of the body excluded the rival technology from the market. After it evaluated this course of conduct and the result, the Supreme Court recognized the competitive harm and consequences entailed by allowing a group of competitors to cooperate in spurring the standards body to act in the manner described above. 39

In the area of single-firm conduct, the two leading cases in the last quarter of the 20th century—*U.S. v. AT&T* 40 and *U.S. v. Microsoft* 41—both involved the efforts of an incumbent monopolist to thwart disruptive entry. In *U.S. v. AT&T*, the Justice Department’s case focused on the efforts of AT&T to protect its legacy monopoly from would-be rivals in the equipment manufacturing and long distance markets. In the equipment market, AT&T used both its control over the interface to the telephone network and its monopsony power to forestall competition and the emergence of new technologies. Addressing AT&T’s abuse of its monopoly power in both respects facilitated one of the century’s most impressive innovations: the rise of the Internet. Notably, access to the telephone network through open interfaces was necessary for the development and deployment of modems, and the break-up of AT&T led to the upgrade in long-haul connections, principally through the deployment of fiber optic technology.

The impact of the AT&T case on the development of the disruptive entrant who developed fiber optic technology bears particular notice. Before the AT&T case was settled, AT&T took the position that it did not want to purchase the technology and, when it did, it would not do so from a disruptive entrant. As one account related:

AT&T, which owned most of the telephone lines in America at the time [of the invention of fiber optic technology], said it would be 30 years before its telephone system would be ready for optical fiber. And when it was, AT&T planned to make its own fiber. . . . [After AT&T entered into a consent decree [with the federal government allowing competition in long distance], MCI took the risk [of
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ordering fiber optic technology] and placed a 100,000 kilometer order for a new generation of fiber.42

In this case, the effectiveness of the antitrust case enabled the disruptive entrant to prevail. In earlier eras, however, the incumbent firms were able to stall new entry and implement the very strategy AT&T envisioned for fiber optics: delaying the new technology and ultimately deploying it on its own, leaving the innovative entrant with nothing to show for its entry.

For an example of an entrant receiving insult on top of injury in return for its innovation, consider the case of Edwin Armstrong. Armstrong was a Columbia University Engineering Professor and the inventor of FM radio, who spent over twenty years seeking to convince the FCC to authorize the use of the technology. During that time, the established AM broadcasting incumbents (namely, NBC, CBS, and ABC) engaged in successful delaying tactics at the FCC and, conjoined with the delays caused by World War II, substantially limited the development of this technology until Armstrong’s patents on the technology expired. Left broke and despondent, Armstrong committed suicide in 1954, bemoaning that “by means of restrictive regulations and slippery measures, a superior scientific advancement could be overwhelmed by the shoddy and the expedient.”43

More recently, U.S. v. Microsoft raised the core concern that a dominant firm used its monopoly power to squelch the threat posed by disruptive technologies. In that case, Netscape’s browser product and Sun’s Java technology—as the basis of a middleware platform—threatened to displace Microsoft’s monopoly in the operating system market. Microsoft’s response to this threat involved a series of acts designed to prevent this technology from taking off.44 In Microsoft, the remedy provided access to open interfaces (in this case, application programming interfaces and communications protocols) as a means of ensuring that Microsoft could not use its control over them to prevent middleware rivals from emerging in the future.45


III. INSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES AND ANTITRUST REMEDIES

In reflecting on the challenges presented to antitrust law by the emergences of the new economy, Judge Richard Posner commented that antitrust law is “supple enough” to address dynamic and high technology issues.46 “The real problem,” Posner suggested, “lies on the institutional side: the enforcement agencies and the courts do not have adequate technical resources, and do not move fast enough, to cope effectively with a very complex business sector that changes very rapidly.”47 I am very sympathetic to Posner’s perspective that antitrust institutions—as opposed to antitrust doctrine—deserve closer scrutiny. As such, I will close with a few reflections on this challenge in connection with the mission of antitrust law to support entrepreneurship by keeping markets open to the deployment of disruptive technologies.

The first institutional challenge is for antitrust agencies to develop sufficient market intelligence to know what emerging dynamics pose threats to established incumbents and may generate reactions of the types discussed above. This is no small challenge insofar as venture capitalists are not apt to invest in companies that need an antitrust strategy or, in the case of already funded companies, to implement an antitrust strategy in the face of predation that threatens the existence of the start-up firm. In this sense, Netscape was fortunate that Microsoft did not recognize the disruptive opportunities of the Internet until Netscape had already emerged.

To the extent that companies self-regulate and adopt pro-competitive responses to the threats of disruptive entry, that is a victory for the antitrust laws. Indeed, this type of response—which comes from public awareness of precedents like U.S. v. Microsoft and the effective counseling by numerous lawyers who advise their clients on what they can and cannot do—is the heart of the antitrust regime. Notably, possessing a monopoly does not raise an antitrust concern; after all, as Judge Learned Hand put it, “[t]he successful competitor, having been urged to compete, must not be turned upon when he wins.”48 Nonetheless, antitrust enforcers cannot take that compliance for granted and must evaluate the behavior of dominant firms to ensure that they don’t abuse their monopoly power by excluding rivals from the marketplace.

The second formidable challenge for antitrust enforcement is to understand the dynamics of high technology industries so that antitrust enforcers can evaluate effectively the relevant competitive concern. As
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Judge Posner concluded and Assistant Attorney General Christine Varney has reiterated, the antitrust laws apply to technology industries, meaning that enforcers and courts must develop the analytical tools to sort “the wheat” (the practices of real concern) “from the chaff” (either fleeting or benign practices), especially in these rapidly evolving and complicated fields. That does not mean that such issues are easy to understand. In my experience, however, relying on the dedication, intelligence, and care of the antitrust authorities is our best policy for addressing competition concerns. By contrast, the culture and sometimes protectionist traditions of regulatory agencies tend to promote stasis and be more susceptible to the pressures of the established firms.

The final institutional challenge, and perhaps the most daunting, is devising appropriate remedies. In my principal stab at this issue, I have suggested that one promising approach is for antitrust enforcers and courts to leverage, at least to some extent, the work of existing institutions, such as standard setting bodies, in responding to anticompetitive practices. In the Microsoft consent decree, the oversight regime took a different approach, establishing a new institution, a technical committee, to monitor Microsoft’s compliance with the decree. In the Otter Tail case, by contrast, the Supreme Court relied on an existing institution, the Federal Power Commission, to oversee the terms of a mandated commitment to provide wholesale wheeling services. Whether courts identify existing institutions capable of aiding a remedial strategy or seek to develop new ones, it is clear that more thought and care must be devoted to this important area.

CONCLUSION

The role of innovation is critical to our nation’s economy and the antitrust laws are premised on the importance of promoting innovation through the competitive process. In the case of competition between established firms, antitrust law is able to function reasonably well insofar as the relevant issues are very likely to be raised by the parties themselves and the enforcers will be well positioned to make a decision. The harder challenges for antitrust enforcers are to address and remedy efforts to squelch the development of more nascent disruptive entrants. To address such cases, antitrust enforcers must work hard to identify the relevant areas of competitive concern, evaluate whether or not the antitrust laws
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were violated, and devise appropriate remedies where a violation is found. This work is every bit as challenging as it is important.